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SHORTER NOTES

The purpose of this department is to publish very short papers of an unusually

elegant and polished character, for which there is no other outlet.

A  MEASURE-THEORETIC  PROOF  OF  A

THEOREM  ON  REFLEXIVITY1

D.   M.   OBERLIN

Abstract. Representing measures are employed to give a

short proof of the following theorem: A normed linear space is

reflexive if its unit ball is weakly compact.

We give here a short proof of a well-known theorem on reflexive

Banach spaces. The reader familiar with the theory of functions algebras,

say, will recognize the use of the Hahn-Banach and Riesz-Kakutani

theorems to obtain "representing measures." The reader familiar with

the theory of measures on compact convex sets will note that the last

half of this proof is just the construction of a resolvent for X.

Theorem. Let B be a normed linear space. IfZ(B), the unit ball of B,

is compact in its weak topology, then B is reflexive.

Proof. Let f e B* * have \\ip\\ 5= 1. By restriction B* is norm isomorphic

to a subspace of C(U) where U is the compact Hausdorff space obtained

by giving Z(B) its weak topology. Hence, by the Hahn-Banach and Riesz-

Kakutani theorems, there exists a (not necessarily positive) Borel measure

X on U, of total variation <1, such that rp(f)=}rfdX for every fe B*.

This X is the limit in the weak-star topology of C(U)* of a net of measures

{Xx}xeA, where each Xx is of the form

2 A(£î) «5,,
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for some finite Borel partition {Ef}"¿x of U and where x" e Ef. Since the

total variation of A is = 1, 2"=i A.(Ef)x" e U for each a. If x e U is a weak

limit point of some subnet of the net (2"Ji A.(Ei)Xi}xeA, tnen V(/) =

¡ufdl=f(x) for each/e 5*.
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